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ASCENSION
Our primary objective is to do our part in 
making My House a serious competitor in the 
Chicago festival scene by creating beautiful, 
vitalizing spaces that invite people to gather, 
learn and celebrate 

 

COMMUNITY

It’s the people that make the places, and 
intentional spaces that draw folks in, make 
them comfortable, and prioritize the 
marginalized groups will provide dividends well 
into the future. 

EDUCATION

We want to make My House a rich experience, 
with elements that go beyond superficial fun 
and beauty. We want to show them why house 
music matters so much to our communities with 
educational elements. 

FUTURE

We want to elevate the guest experience this 
year, so we can start on even higher ground 
next year. The more we invest in art, community 
and education, the stronger our movement 
becomes.



My House is a temple 



Full arrangement-night 
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Full arrangement-night 
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Full arrangement-night 
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Full arrangement-Day
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Full arrangement-Day



sections
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Pyramids of Light
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Pyramids of light 
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Pyramids of light 
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Pyramids of light 
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Temple of the four cities
House is an international movement, every face 

of this pyramid is dedicated to figures from 
four cities that acted as the birthplace of the 

house movement. 



Pyramids of light 
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CHicago

Berlin

DetroitNew York
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PYRAMIDS OF LIGHT
 INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION
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Pyramids of light
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DJ TEMPLE
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DJ temple
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DJ temple
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DJ temple
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DJ Booth 
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DJ BOOTH 
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DJ BOOTH
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DJ BOOTH



Feature Walls 
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Feature Walls 
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Feature Walls 
Hall of Legends

Each wall pays homage to the house 
queens and kings that brought this 

beautiful style of music to 
life
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Feature walls 
The 

Live painting

Integrated live painting walls 
with pieces relating to the 

important house figure on the 
other side 
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Feature walls 
Walk through the halls of house history 
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Feature walls 
Hall of Instruments

On the opposite side to the Hall of 
Legends is a hall dedicated to the 
equipment responsible for shaping 

house musics iconic sound and tempo 



House music is historic, international, 
multilingual, multicultural, human, and 

divine. 

By creating a temple for the spirit of 
house, everyone who listens to this music 
will be able to understand the people and 
places who brought this beautiful movement 

to life. 

My House is a temple.  
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